SWISS MADE WATCHES
THE BIRTH OF THE BRAND
MANUFACTURE
ORIGINS

Since the dawn of time, humans have dreamt of flying. The history of powered and controlled aviation, which began in the early 1900s, is inseparably connected to that of wristwatches. As aviators experienced difficulties checking their pocket watches in time for their performance during flights, they started to look for a solution. This resulted in the development of men’s wristwatches, which allowed aviators to keep both hands on the controls. From then on, wristwatches evolved from robust to sophisticated designs, along with the progression of aircrafts from gliders to supersonic planes. The brand Aviator pays tribute to the history of aviation, embodying watches within this amazing story. Each family of watches represents a different era in the development of aviation. The Vintage family is dedicated to the “Pioneer Era” and “Golden Age” of aviation; it includes the evolution from pocket watch style wristwatches to classical pilot watches of the Second World War. Inspired by the history of MiG aircrafts, Aviator created a family of watches named after these legendary fighter planes. The Professional special range of watches was built to meet the most rigorous requirements of contemporary aviators.
It is not a coincidence that the brand Aviator was created in Russia, a country which historically is renowned for its aviation feats and courageous pilots. The Brand’s mission is to build exceptional watches that not only serve exceptionally, those who conquer the skies, but all those who support them from the ground. Since the year 2000, Aviator has provided watches to people of the most extreme professions, such as military, rescuers and pilots, as well as to watch and aviation lovers, building its excellent reputation for more than a decade in Europe, America and Asia. Starting from 2006, Aviator has been the official timekeeper of the Russian aerobatic team “Swifts”, pilots of which fly the legendary MiG-29 fighters.

**THE BIRTH OF THE BRAND**

Since 2011 Aviator watches have been developed and manufactured in Switzerland’s Canton of Jura – home of the watchmaking industry. This location facilitates collaboration with the highest quality suppliers enabling us to pursue our philosophy: to build reliable watches meeting the rigorous standards of time instruments, whilst combining original aviation designs. In the cultural heart of the Jura, in the town of Porrentruy, our manufacture brings together all the brand’s watchmaking operations, including research and development, movement modification, assembly of components, and rigorous multi-level quality tests. Every Aviator watch combines the professional skills and experience of watchmakers, with the sincere passion for aviation and the art of timepieces.
1900s/AGE OF PIONEERS
Pocket style wrist-watch

1910s/AIRCRAFT GO TO WAR
Early wristwatch of WWI period

1920-30s/PASSENGERS NOW BOARDING
Elegant wristwatch of the 1930s

1930s/BATTLE FOR THE SKIES
Military-styled wristwatch

1940s/BATTLE FOR THE SKIES
The American heritage, Airacobra fighter in WWII, 1941

1950-70s/BEYOND THE SOUND BARRIER
Simple and colourful wristwatch

1960-70s/BEYOND THE SOUND BARRIER
Cockpit instrument on the wrist

1980-2000s/HIGH-TECH AVIATION
Russian living legend MIG-29 Fulcrum, 1983

The world’s first powered flight, Wright Brothers, 1903
The American heritage, Airacobra fighter in WWII, 1941
The world’s fastest combat fighter MIG-25 Foxbat, 1970
Russian living legend MIG-29 Fulcrum, 1983

The first flight of legendary British Bristol Fighter, 1916
Early wristwatch of WWI period

The most successful passenger aircraft Douglas DC-3, 1936
Elegant wristwatch of the 1930s

The world’s first powered flight. Wright Brothers, 1903
The American heritage, Airacobra fighter in WWII, 1941
The world’s fastest combat fighter MIG-25 Foxbat, 1970
Russian living legend MIG-29 Fulcrum, 1983

Pocket style wrist-watch

Elegant wristwatch of the 1930s
The Swifts is formerly a Soviet and now Russian aerobatic performance demonstrator team connected with the Russian Air Force. The Swifts aerobatic team has conducted more than 100 demonstration flights each year since 1991 – the date when it was officially established. Its pilots have visited in excess of 28 foreign states. In 1993, the Swifts aerobatic team took part in the LIMA ‘93 air show in Malaysia and was awarded the title of the World’s Best Aerobatic Team, while in 1997 Team Commander - Nikolay Dyatlov won the first prize in solo flying at an international air show in Finland. There are only two aerobatic teams in the world flying real military aircrafts: Russian Swifts and American Blue Angels. The Swifts are honoured to fly renowned MiG-29 fighters. For 28 minutes in the air, this tight six-aircraft formation performs a large number of stunts and transformations, including the oblique loop, loop-the-loop and the barrel roll, in the mass-produced military vehicles. Additionally, the flight formations constantly change. The variation formation transforms into those known as the "envelope", the "cross", the "pyramid", the "wing", and the "star". The main advantage of Swifts over the other teams is that all the transformations happen in front of the audiences, forming an integral part of the programme.

Since 2006, Aviator is the official partner of Swifts aerobatic team. Aviator logos are on the cabins and tails of all team planes. The pilots coordinate their activities, using Aviator chronographs, which successfully satisfy the needs of the team members. Aviator watches have a proven track-record of working under conditions of high speed, altitude and the forces of thrust.

AVIATOR IS THE OFFICIAL TIMEKEEPER OF SWIFTS TEAM SINCE 2006

The Swift is a formerly a Soviet and now Russian aerobatic performance demonstrator team connected with the Russian Air Force. The Swifts aerobatic team has conducted more than 100 demonstration flights each year since 1991, the date when it was officially established. Its pilots have visited in excess of 28 foreign states. In 1993, the Swifts aerobatic team took part in the LIMA ‘93 air show in Malaysia and was awarded the title of the World’s Best Aerobatic Team, while in 1997 Team Commander - Nikolay Dyatlov won the first prize in solo flying at an international air show in Finland. There are only two aerobatic teams in the world flying real military aircrafts: Russian Swifts and American Blue Angels. The Swifts are honoured to fly renowned MiG-29 fighters. For 28 minutes in the air, this tight six-aircraft formation performs a large number of stunts and transformations, including the oblique loop, loop-the-loop, and the barrel roll, in the mass-produced military vehicles. Additionally, the flight formations constantly change. The variation formation transforms into those known as the "envelope", the "cross", the "pyramid", the "wing", and the "star". The main advantage of Swifts over the other teams is that all the transformations happen in front of the audiences, forming an integral part of the programme.

Since 2006, Aviator is the official partner of Swifts aerobatic team. Aviator logos are on the cabins and tails of all team planes. The pilots coordinate their activities, using Aviator chronographs, which successfully satisfy the needs of the team members. Aviator watches have a proven track-record of working under conditions of high speed, altitude and the forces of thrust.
More than a century ago, humans took to the air. Led by the pioneering examples of Wilbur and Orville Wright, first in frail aircraft, which soon developed into sturdy and reliable machines, aviators shattered long-standing barriers of time and distance. By the middle of the century, air travel became commonplace, and by the late 1950s a major mode of transport. Wristwatches also evolved along with this great historical moment, first as pocket watches attached to straps, followed quickly by elegant wristwatches made from the best materials and powered by sophisticated movements. To reflect this rich and significant period in the history of aviation and watches, Aviator introduces the Vintage family, in which all models are dedicated to the most important historical events. The Bristol model pays tribute to the early aircrafts and aviators involved in the First World War, while Douglas watches highlight the breakthrough in civil aviation. The rise of aircraft development and vital role of planes in army operations are captured by military-styled Airacobra watches, named after the legendary American fighter of 1940s.
The Bristol Fighter first entered service in 1917 and quickly established itself as a useful and reliable fighting machine. Despite being a two-seater, it proved to be an aeroplane that was able to hold its own against opposing single-seat fighters. The Bristol watch honours this elegant British aircraft and the first wristwatches worn by pilots in the 1920s. It features a distinctive large pocket watch style case with unusual lugs to give the impression of the early wristwatches. The classical instrumental design of the dial, and the vintage brown strap originally attached to the case are reminiscent of the Bristol’s cockpit, rimmed with padded brown leather. Like the Bristol Fighter, the watch is equipped with the best engine, the Automatic ETA movement, to ensure excellent performance. The permanent small seconds hand at “6 o’clock” indicates to aviators that the watch is working properly. All these features resemble the elegance and success of the Bristol Fighter.
MOVEMENT  Automatic, SELLITA SW 200-1

FUNCTION  Hours, minutes, running second counter at 6

CASE  Fine brushed and polished stainless steel
  45mm diameter - 13mm high - 130g - 5ATM
  Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
  Engraved with image of Bristol plane back case.

DIAL  SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP  Leather strap 22mm x 22mm with stainless steel buckle
The Bristol Bulldog introduced into service in 1929 became one of the famous aircrafts used by British Royal Air Force during inter-war period. The RAF triggered the development of this aircraft to fill the gap of a single-seat day and night fighter. However, with superb aerobatic qualities, strength of construction and excellent performance, the Bristol Bulldog went far beyond that and became one of favourite fighters in nine other countries. Like aircraft, the Bristol Bulldog from AVIATOR comes as a new edition arising from an earlier phenomenal launch of Bristol F2B model.

The major changes between these two first class timepieces come in the displacement of the small second counter from six to nine o’clock position and in the modification of second hand to the form of propeller reminding about the heritage of early aircrafts. In addition, newly introduced anthracite shades to the dial variations combined with instrumental look of numerals and date display window reminiscent to altimeter make this model even more appealing to watch lover keeping its aviation spirit.

The Bristol Bulldog inherits the shape of casing from its predecessor, Bristol F2B, which demonstrates the roots of pocket-style watches by keeping enormous visual field and unusual lugs with unique way of strap attachment typical to early wristwatches. Powered by the great Swiss automatic movement the watch combines the prestige of watchmaking craft with the unique heritage of aviation.
**MOVEMENT**  
Automatic, SELLITA SW 200-1

**FUNCTION**  
Hours, minutes, running second counter at 9

**CASE**  
Fine brushed and polished stainless steel  
45mm diameter - 13mm high - 130g - 5ATM  
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal  
Engraved with image of Bristol plane back case.

**DIAL**  
SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

**STRAP**  
Leather strap 22mm x 22mm with stainless steel buckle

BRISTOL BULLDOG

VINTAGE FAMILY
The Douglas model line pays homage to the famous American passenger aircraft. It was the Douglas DC-3, which revolutionized air transport in the 1930s and 1940s and was universally recognized as the greatest airplane of its time. Inspired by the modernity and unrivaled elegance of the Douglas airplane, Aviator created the model that combines art-deco style with subtle echoes of the pocket watch design. The classical round case, elegant hands and numerals, all these attributes are the result of the graceful evolution of pocket watches. With its curved wire lugs, the watch fits any wrist perfectly. Powered by an automatic ETA movement, it produces a delicate ticking sound that would calm even the most anxious passenger. The Douglas model is available in various dial colours, providing gentlemen with a wide choice of essential suit accessories. This watch is the perfect item, to transport you back to the era of early civil aviation, making you feel like a pilot or a wealthy passenger of a DC-3 transcontinental flight.
**MOVEMENT**
Automatic, ETA 2824-2 or SELLITA SW200-1

**FUNCTION**
Hours, minutes, seconds, date at 3

**CASE**
Polished stainless steel  
45mm diameter - 11,50mm high - 120g - 5ATM  
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal  
Transparent back case

**DIAL**
SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

**STRAP**
Leather strap. 22mm x 20mm with stainless steel buckle
The Douglas Day-Date perpetuates our tribute to the Douglas DC-3. Just like this famous passenger aircraft, the watch reflects modernity and streamlined elegance. Keeping the art-deco style and the subtle features of pocket watches through the casing and hands, The Douglas Day-Date displays more options to check the date. The elegant curved calendar window on the top indicates the day of the week, while the one on the bottom shows the current date. The horizontal axe in the center of the dial is a direct reference to the horizon cockpit instrument, a reminder of the first long-distance flights operated by the Douglas DC-3. The model is available in several dial colour variations providing a great choice for the most spoiled watch lover. With its curved lugs and original leather strap, it will fit all wrists. Powered with an automatic movement, this timepiece will serve you, as reliable as the Douglas DC-3 has been serving pilots and passengers for many years and until today.
**DOUGLAS DAY-DATE**

**MOVEMENT** Automatic: SELLITA SW240

**FUNCTION** Hours, minutes, seconds, date at 6, day at 12

**CASE** Polished stainless steel
- 45mm diameter - 11.50mm high - 120g - 10 ATM
- Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
- Transparent back case

**DIAL** SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

**STRAP** Leather strap. 22mm x 20mm with stainless steel buckle

---

**VINTAGE FAMILY**

- **REF. V.3.20.0.141.4**
  - POLISHED STEEL
  - BROWN LEATHER
  - BEIGE

- **REF. V.3.20.0.142.4**
  - POLISHED STEEL
  - BROWN LEATHER
  - BLACK

- **REF. V.3.20.0.140.4**
  - POLISHED STEEL
  - BROWN LEATHER
  - BROWN
The Airacobra Auto is a homage to one of the famous WWII American military aircrafts. It was in the 1940s that pilots began receiving watches as essential equipment for missions, and this model is a subtle evolution of the typical pilot watches of that time. While the classical case and the instrumented look of the dial keep a military aviation spirit, the applied numerals and sophisticated chapter ring give a taste of modernity and elegance to this model. Three baton markings at 3, 6, and 9 o'clock provide an emphatic cockpit instrument style. The eye-catching crown offers a perfect grip allowing setting up the watch even with thick gloves on. Compared to a standard scale, the chapter ring features additional measurements of time, with red indicators every five minutes and triangular indexes. In addition, applied on the dial and framed in silver, luminescent indexes provide a touch to elegance and perfect visibility at night. Secured into a sturdy casing and sapphire crystal, this model is equipped with an Automatic movement and is water-resistant to 100M. Available with leather strap and stainless steel bracelets, the Airacobra Auto is a great way to show your passion for aviation in an elegant manner.
MOVEMENT: Automatic, SELLITA SW 200-1

FUNCTION: Hours, minutes, seconds, date at 3

CASE: Fine brushed and polished stainless steel.
42mm diameter - 12mm high - 80g - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Transparent back case

DIAL: SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP: Leather strap 20mm x 18mm with stainless steel buckle

Automatic, SELLITA SW 200-1

MOVEMENT

FUNCTION

CASE

DIAL

STRAP

MOVEMENT: Automatic, SELLITA SW 200-1

FUNCTION: Hours, minutes, seconds, date at 3

CASE: Fine brushed and polished stainless steel.
42mm diameter - 12mm high - 80g - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Transparent back case

DIAL: SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP: Leather strap 20mm x 18mm with stainless steel buckle
AIRACOBRA AUTO

036

REF. V.3.21.0.136.5
CASE FINE BRUSHED STEEL
STRAP STEEL BRACELET
DIAL SILVER

REF. V.3.21.0.137.5
CASE FINE BRUSHED STEEL
STRAP STEEL BRACELET
DIAL SILVER

REF. V.3.21.0.138.5
CASE FINE BRUSHED STEEL
STRAP STEEL BRACELET
DIAL BLUE

037

VINTAGE FAMILY
From the start of the Second World War, aircrafts were crucial to the success of army operations, supporting troops from the sky. The Airacobra was one of the best fighters of its time, with especially effective ground attack capabilities, making it a valuable addition to the infantry. During the Second World War, aviators began receiving watches as part of the indispensable equipment for missions. The Airacobra model demonstrates the inseparable link between aviation and watches. Its dial retains the classic cockpit-style design with luminous hands and displays, providing outstanding legibility, even in the worst visibility conditions. The model line contains different variations, with features that resemble the cockpit instruments of the time. The unusual division into the external chapter ring and inner hour, or minute circuit, makes the Airacobra look like a deck watch of the 1940s. The model variant, with the exceptional date display design, resembles an altimeter, the essential pilot’s instrument. All these characteristics, along with varied dial colours, are reminiscent of the time when courageous aviators flew the Airacobra fighter.
Quartz, Ronda 515

Fine brushed and polished stainless steel. 45mm diameter, 12mm high, 85g, 10ATM. Anti-reflective sapphire crystal. Engraved with an image of an Airacobra plane back case.

SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands.

Leather 22mm x 20mm with stainless steel buckle. Fine brushed stainless steel bracelet.
STEEL WITH BLACK COATING
BLACK STEEL BRACELET
BLACK

REF. CASE STRAP DIAL
V.1.1.1.036.5 STEEL WITH BLACK COATING STEEL BRACELET BLACK

V.IN.0.038.5 STEEL WITH BLACK COATING STEEL BRACELET BLACK

REF. CASE STRAP DIAL
V.1.1.0.038.5 FINE BRUSHED STEEL STEEL BRACELET BLACK

V.1.1.0.037.5 FINE BRUSHED STEEL STEEL BRACELET BLACK

V.1.1.0.036.5 FINE BRUSHED STEEL STEEL BRACELET BLACK

AIRACOBRA

VINTAGE FAMILY
More functional Airacobra Chrono is a logical evolution of Airacobra model dedicated to the pilots of Second World War period. During that period Airacobra was one of the best fighters of its time, with especially effective ground attack capabilities, making it a valuable addition to the infantry. It was 1940s when aviators began receiving watches as part of the indispensable equipment for their missions. Chronograph function allowed aviators to keep track of short periods of time during their military operations, in which every second counts. The Airacobra Chrono resembles the design of early chronographs of that time. Its dial retains the classic cockpit-style design with high-contrast luminescent hands and numerals, features critical for outstanding legibility in poor visibility conditions. The model line contains different variations with typical military-style colors such as black, khaki, and grey. The exceptional date display design reminiscent of an altimeter, the essential pilot's instrument give even more emphatic instrument look to the chronograph. The Airacobra Chrono is available with stainless-steel bracelet or with calf leather strap providing a choice for a vintage watch lover. All these characteristics will make you feel like a courageous pilot of 1940s.
MOVEMENT: Quartz, Ronda 5021.D

FUNCTION: Chronograph, center stop second (1/1sec), 30 minute counter, ADD and SPLIT functions, date, small second

CASE: Fine brushed and polished stainless steel. 45mm diameter - 12mm high - 95g - 10ATM. Anti-reflective sapphire crystal. Engraved with image of Airacobra plane back case

DIAL: SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP: Leather 22mm x 20mm with stainless steel buckle / Fine brushed stainless steel bracelet

AIRACOBRA CHRONO

VINTAGE FAMILY
AIRACOBRA CHRONO

REF. V.2.13.0.074.5
CASE FINE BRUSHED STEEL
STRAP STEEL BRACELET
DIAL BLACK

REF. V.2.13.0.075.5
CASE FINE BRUSHED STEEL
STRAP STEEL BRACELET
DIAL GREY

VINTAGE FAMILY
The Kingcobra fighter is a perfect successor of the Airacobra with updated functionality called on to improve the performance. Developed in 1943 it immediately proved a successful aircraft winning many fierce battles of the sky during WWII. Like the aircraft, the Kingcobra watch collection serves as a perfect addition to its predecessor, the Airacobra model, introducing new features such as indication of day in a separate aperture and a 24-hour scale providing pilots an opportunity to distinguish day and night time in extraordinary military conditions.

Keeping a military-style design and instrumental feel of dial the collection features a variety of new colours with matte anthracite tones. Contrasting shades of numerals and hands coated with Super-Luminova material give the dial excellent readability qualities in the poorest visibility conditions. In addition, AVIATOR designers have introduced an option with modified date window, which with its vertically arranged digits resembles the altimeter of aircraft’s dashboard.

Available in different colour variations, with leather strap or stainless steel bracelet, this sturdy watch with oversized stainless steel case, which is water-resistant to 10 ATM and fitted with sapphire crystal, provides a perfect choice for lovers of classical military-styled pilot watches.
KINGCOBRA

Quartz, Ronda 517

MOVEMENT

FUNCTION

CASE
Fine brushed and polished stainless steel
45mm diameter - 12mm high - 95g - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Engraved with image of Airacobra plane back case

DIAL
SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP
Leather 22mm x 20mm with stainless steel buckle / Fine brushed stainless steel bracelet

054

V.1.17.0.103.4
FINE BRUSHED STEEL
BLACK LEATHER
BLACK

VINTAGE FAMILY

055

V.1.17.0.104.4
FINE BRUSHED STEEL
BROWN LEATHER
SILVER

V.1.17.0.105.4
FINE BRUSHED STEEL
BLACK LEATHER
GREY

V.1.17.0.106.4
FINE BRUSHED STEEL
BLACK LEATHER
BLACK

V.1.17.0.107.4
FINE BRUSHED STEEL
BLACK LEATHER
BLACK
This collection continues the tribute to Kingcobra fighter released upon the world in 1943 and proved as immediate success in the battles of sky. The Kingcobra Chrono comes as a very powerful time-piece that takes the exquisite instrumental look and military feel of the Kingcobra watch and equips it with the ability to make various measurements.

The Kingcobra Chrono introduces such complicated functionality as chronograph with telemeter and tachymeter scales. All these features enabled WWII aviators to measure the speed of flight or determine the distance to the target and allowed to time events as precise as 1/10th of a second. Moreover, three contrasting chronograph sub-dials combined with brightly coloured numerals and hands coated with SuperLuminova material add not only appealing look, but also instrumental feel to this watch.

Different colours from blue to ivory, the option of leather strap or stainless steel bracelet and case made of stainless steel with option of black PVD coating provide the watch lover with vast variability to make a choice on his beloved military-styled timepiece. All the above features supported by 10 ATM and sapphire crystal fitted into oversized case make the watch reliable companion to any brave mission the wearer may have.
KINGCOBRA CHRONO

**MOVEMENT**  Quartz, Ronda 5040.D

**FUNCTION**  Chronograph, center stop second [1/1sec], 1/10 seconds up to 30 minutes counter, 10 hour counter. ADD and SPLIT functions, small second, date at 6

**CASE**  Fine brushed and polished stainless steel  
45mm diameter - 12mm high - 95g - 10ATM  
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal  
Engraved with image of Airacobra plane back case

**DIAL**  SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

**STRAP**  Leather 22mm x 20mm with stainless steel buckle  
Fine brushed stainless steel bracelet

REF.  V.235.S.064.4  
CASE  STEEL WITH BLACK COATING  
STRAP  BLACK LEATHER  
DIAL  BLACK

REF.  V.235.S.068.4  
CASE  STEEL WITH BLACK COATING  
STRAP  BLACK LEATHER  
DIAL  BLACK & SILVER

VINTAGE FAMILY
KINGCOBRA CHRONO

VINTAGE FAMILY
KINGCOBRA CHRONO

REF. V.216G.004.5  
CASE FINE BRUSHED STEEL  
STRAP STEEL BRACELET  
DIAL BLACK

REF. V.216G.005.5  
CASE FINE BRUSHED STEEL  
STRAP STEEL BRACELET  
DIAL BLUE

REF. V.216G.006.5  
CASE FINE BRUSHED STEEL  
STRAP STEEL BRACELET  
DIAL BROWN

REF. V.216G.007.5  
CASE FINE BRUSHED STEEL  
STRAP STEEL BRACELET  
DIAL BLACK & SILVER

REF. V.216G.008.5  
CASE STEEL WITH BLACK COATING  
STRAP STEEL BRACELET  
DIAL BLACK & SILVER

REF. V.216G.009.5  
CASE STEEL WITH BLACK COATING  
STRAP STEEL BRACELET  
DIAL BLACK

VINTAGE FAMILY

REF. V.216G.001.5  
CASE STEEL WITH BLACK COATING  
STRAP BLACK STEEL BRACELET  
DIAL BLACK

REF. V.216G.002.5  
CASE STEEL WITH BLACK COATING  
STRAP BLACK STEEL BRACELET  
DIAL BLACK & SILVER
It was the Wright brothers who pioneered the twisted aerofoil shape of modern aircraft propellers. Though today the majority of contemporary planes are engined with turbofans, the propeller is still popular and is widely used by sports aircrafts. The Propeller model pays homage to the development of the propeller, the invention that turned a page in aviation history. As in the case of aircrafts, the watch’s propeller-like rotor ensures that the time instrument continues to function with faultless precision. It is a well-known fact that the engine is the most important part of the plane, just as the movement is of a watch. The Propeller model is powered by the most reliable ETA movement, which maintains an immaculate performance under various conditions. Additionally, it has an impressive streamlined case, which combined with the dial’s classic instrumental appearance and convex sapphire crystal, give the watch an elegant look. Available in different colour variations, this watch will become your beautiful and reliable timekeeper.
**MOVEMENT** Automatic, SELLITA SW 200-1

**FUNCTION** Hours, minutes, seconds, date at 3

**CASE** Fine brushed and polished stainless steel
45mm diameter - 14mm high - 130g - 5ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Transparent back case

**DIAL** SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

**STRAP** Leather strap 24mm x 24mm with stainless steel buckle
Since the 1940s, MIG fighters have honourably served their pilots as they conquer the heights of the skies. MIG planes proved to be excellent not only in military operations, but also in aerobatics. This is why the aerobatic team “Swifts” chose MIG aircrafts for their flights. As a partner of “Swifts”, the Aviator team was inspired to create a special watch collection devoted to the famous MIG fighters, which would glorify the high-tech era of aviation. Working hand-in-hand with “Swifts”, we have strived to reflect the image and spirit of these jets in our watches, embodied in unique case shapes and in original dial features. This collection includes models named after the most popular MIG aircrafts, which pilots from all corners of the world have dreamt of flying: MIG-21, MIG-25 Foxbat and MIG-29 Fulcrum.
The MIG-21 was successful continuation of supersonic jets contributing to the new 2nd generation technology in the world of aircrafts. This fighter with excellent combat capabilities and unusual delta-wing design became one of the most popular aircrafts in the world adopted in more than 65 countries since its entrance to the service in 1959. In addition, the MIG-21 is renowned for many pilots attaining ace status while flying this amazing fighter.

The watch model pays tribute to extraordinary success of MIG-21 by clashing streamlined and extended retro case with modern high-tech dials to celebrate the start of new generation aircrafts. The dial has strong instrumental look combining unusual shape of numerals with screwed-in elements and purely aviation colour scheme. The oversized date window and a sub-dial for a second time zone make the model look even more like the dashboard found in a cockpit.

Available in several dial colour variations this elegant tonneau shaped watch fitted with convex sapphire crystal and supported with 10 ATM water-resistance provides the wearer with especial look on the wrist indulging even the most spoiled watch lover.
MOVEMENT

Quartz, Ronda 6203.B

FUNCTION

Hours, minutes, seconds, big date at 12, dual time

CASE

Fine brushed and polished stainless steel
42mm diameter - 12mm high - 105g - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Stamped with 3-D image of MIG-21 plane back case

DIAL

SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP

Leather strap 22mm x 20mm with stainless steel buckle

REF.

M134.5.084.4

CASE

STEEL WITH BLACK COATING

STRAP

BLACK LEATHER

DIAL

BLACK

MOVEMENT

Quartz, Ronda 6203.B

FUNCTION

Hours, minutes, seconds, big date at 12, dual time

CASE

Fine brushed and polished stainless steel
42mm diameter - 12mm high - 105g - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Stamped with 3-D image of MIG-21 plane back case

DIAL

SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP

Leather strap 22mm x 20mm with stainless steel buckle

REF.

M134.5.085.4

CASE

FINE BRUSHED STEEL

STRAP

BLACK LEATHER

DIAL

SILVER

MOVEMENT

Quartz, Ronda 6203.B

FUNCTION

Hours, minutes, seconds, big date at 12, dual time

CASE

Fine brushed and polished stainless steel
42mm diameter - 12mm high - 105g - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Stamped with 3-D image of MIG-21 plane back case

DIAL

SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP

Leather strap 22mm x 20mm with stainless steel buckle

REF.

M134.5.086.4

CASE

FINE BRUSHED STEEL

STRAP

BLACK LEATHER

DIAL

BLACK

MOVEMENT

Quartz, Ronda 6203.B

FUNCTION

Hours, minutes, seconds, big date at 12, dual time

CASE

Fine brushed and polished stainless steel
42mm diameter - 12mm high - 105g - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Stamped with 3-D image of MIG-21 plane back case

DIAL

SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP

Leather strap 22mm x 20mm with stainless steel buckle

REF.

M134.5.087.4

CASE

FINE BRUSHED STEEL

STRAP

BLACK LEATHER

DIAL

GREY
MIG-25
MIG FAMILY

MIG-25 Foxbat is the world’s fastest fighter ever made. After the 1970s, with its 29 absolute world records, the MIG-25 caused numerous problems for its competitors and remained the leader of the sky, up until the 1980s. Foxbat’s still unbeaten world records for the fastest speed and highest altitude ever reached have inspired Aviator to introduce a watch named after the plane. Typical colours, such as black, green, beige and grey, highlight the model’s military-style design. The chapter ring leaning on the Machmeter is a reminder of the Foxbat’s extremely high speed, which exceeded the speed of the sound by three times. Retaining the simple dial design with striking colour contrasts and luminous materials, the watch provides excellent legibility by day and night. Additionally, the small second indicator at “6 o’clock” resembles an aircraft’s attitude instrument, contributing to the cockpit-styled look of the watch. Every feature is the result of the designer’s subtle ideas. The model is available with textile bracelets reminiscent of the extremely durable belts used by military pilots. Everything about this watch makes its wearers feel as if they are seated in the cockpit of a MIG-25.
## MIG-25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REF:</th>
<th>CASE</th>
<th>STRAP</th>
<th>DIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M.1.10.0.060.7</td>
<td>FINE BRUSHED STEEL</td>
<td>BLACK LEATHER</td>
<td>BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.1.05.0.012.6</td>
<td>FINE BRUSHED STEEL</td>
<td>BLACK RUBBER</td>
<td>BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.1.05.0.012.4</td>
<td>FINE BRUSHED STEEL</td>
<td>BLACK TEXTILE</td>
<td>BLACK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MOVEMENT**
Quartz, Ronda 8004.D

**FUNCTION**
Hours, minutes, running second counter at 6, date at 3

**CASE**
Fine brushed stainless steel  
42mm diameter - 12mm high - 85g - 10ATM  
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal  
Stamped with 3-D image of MIG-25 plane back case

**DIAL**
SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

**STRAP**
Integrated leather/rubber strap 28mm x 22mm with stainless steel buckle
The MIG-29 Fulcrum introduced in the early 1980s still retains a superior role in the air. Recognized as one of the world’s most manoeuvrable and tough fighter jets, the MIG-29 is brilliantly used for aerobatic purposes. It is the only military plane that can perform the difficult “tail slide” manoeuvres, which can only be demonstrated by sports aeroplanes and the MIG-29 jet. Inspired by the Fulcrum plane’s aerodynamics, Aviator created a watch with a case that is a direct reference to the shape of the Fulcrum’s fuselage. The black-and-white tachymeter ring encircling the dial enables the wearer to measure the distance to target, including the conversion of time intervals to speed. This watch also keeps track of the various time zones. The dial shows the current local time, but the second time zone indicator designed as an altimeter-like instrument can be adjusted to any time zone entered. Another feature of the dial is that it is produced from extremely durable material, such as black or carbon fibre, which gives the wearer confidence in the most severe conditions. Wear this watch on your mission and it will prove to be a reliable companion.
**MOVEMENT** Quartz, Ronda 505.24D

**FUNCTION** Hours, minutes, seconds, date at 3, GMT function at 9

**CASE** Fine brushed stainless steel
44mm diameter - 12mm high - 120g - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Stamped with 3-D image of MIG-29 plane back case

**DIAL** SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

**STRAP** Integrated leather strap 30mm x 22mm with stainless steel buckle

---

**MIG FAMILY**

**MIG-29 GMT**

REF.: M.1.01.5.001.4
CASE: STEEL WITH BLACK COATING
STRAP: BLACK LEATHER
DIAL: BLACK

REF.: M.1.01.0.001.4
CASE: FINE BRUSHED STEEL
STRAP: BLACK LEATHER
DIAL: BLACK

REF.: M.1.01.6.002.4
CASE: STEEL WITH BLACK/GOLD COATING
STRAP: BLACK LEATHER
DIAL: BLACK
The MIG-29 COCKPIT CHRONO model has an unusual story behind its creation. Despite the jetlag from a long flight, work on the new model began as soon as our designer arrived at the “Swifts” air base. It was there, inside the MIG-29’s cockpit, that the first draft of the watch was developed. The Aviator team wanted to build a watch with a purely instrumental feel and provide multi-functions for the user. The design of the case and dial was barely modified, but based on the MIG-29’s cockpit clock instrument. The Chronograph’s ADD and SPLIT function enables the sophisticated measurements of a flight, providing flawless precision. The additional crown on the left side not only creates symmetry, but also rotates the internal bezel, which combined with the external one, converts ground speed to the true air speed. With an added alarm function, this watch will keep record of take-off timing and give advance reminders. The classic instrument look, with its elaborate functionality, makes the timepiece the perfect co-pilot for navigating the wearer’s way through life in the air and on the ground. Just push the chronograph’s “start” button and enjoy the flight.
Quartz, Ronda 5130.D

Hours, minutes, running second counter at 3, date at 4, Chronograph with ADD and SPLIT functions, 30 minute and 12 hour counter at 9, Alarm at 6

Fine brushed stainless steel
45mm diameter - 12 mm high - 95g - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Stamped with 3-D image of MIG-29 plane back case

SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

Integrated leather/textile strap 30mm x 24mm with stainless steel buckle

MOVEMENT
FUNCTION
CASE
DIAL
STRAP

MIG-29 COCKPIT CHRONO

MIG FAMILY
MIG-29 COCKPIT CHRONO

M.2.04.6.010.6
STEEL WITH BLACK & GOLD COATING
BLACK RUBBER
BLACK

M.2.04.5.009.4
STEEL WITH BLACK COATING
BLACK LEATHER
BLACK

M.2.04.5.070.6
STEEL WITH BLACK COATING
BLACK RUBBER
BLACK
In contemporary world, the tracking of second time zone becomes very important as people like pilots and business executives frequently tend to visit another country. Mig-29 Cockpit GMT provides a convenient way to check the time when you are abroad. Landed in overseas, you just set the red hour hand at a local time of destination and you easily track both destination and home time during your stay. Apart of this, Mig-29 Cockpit GMT features an unusual case design: a direct reference to a cockpit clock in MIG fighters. While the casing reflects aviation spirit, the dial with its applied numerals and baton indexes coated with luminescent material bring elegance to the watch. Secured into military style casing and sapphire crystal, the watch features 100 M water-resistance. Available in leather and rubber strap, the model is a perfect companion to your any travel itinerary.
MIG-29 COCKPIT GMT

MOVEMENT: Quartz, Ronda 515.24H

FUNCTION: Hours, minutes, date at 4, 24 hours by hand - GMT function

CASE: Fine brushed stainless steel
45mm diameter - 12 mm high - 95g - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Stamped with 3-D image of MIG-29 plane back case

DIAL: SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP: Integrated leather/textile strap 30mm x 24mm with stainless steel buckle
With latest 5th generation onboard equipment, the MIG-35 is a new multi-role combat aircraft, which is expected to take a leading position among contemporary fighters. As a further MIG-29 development, this fighter featuring increased versatility, combat efficiency enhancement, and operational characteristics improvement embodies the latest advancements of aviation industry.

With idea to highlight modern technology, AVIATOR designers developed the MIG-35 watch collection paying tribute to the highly expected fighter. Looking at the watch, we instantly spot its sturdy and sophisticated design. The case, the crown and chronograph pushers—all features take the inspiration from the complicated elements of aircraft reflecting high technology spirit in the watch. The ribbed rubber band is a direct reference to the oxygen tube connected into the pilot’s helmet during his high altitude flight. Band’s way of attachment with the use of stainless steel end pieces fixed to the case lugs is just another way of high-tech expression.

Moreover, with authentic textures or skeleton features, and applied screw-in elements on the dial the watch underscores its innovative look while big date window with oversized hands and indexes or numerals contributes to its instrumental look. Available in different variations, with rubber band and stainless steel bracelet options, the watch with oversized stainless steel casing fitted with sapphire crystal gathers many exquisite qualities together presenting the audience an excellent timepiece to distinguish themselves.
MOVEMENT Quartz, Ronda 5040.B

FUNCTION Chronograph, center stop second (1/1 sec), 1/10 seconds up to 30 minutes counter, 30 minute counter, 10 hour counter, ADD and SPLIT functions, big date, small second.

CASE Fine brushed stainless steel
45mm diameter - 15 mm high - 10ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Stamped with 3-D image of MIG-35 plane back case

DIAL SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

STRAP Integrated rubber strap with stainless steel buckle

MIG-35

MOVEMENT M.2.19.5.144.4
BLACK COATING WITH CARBON
BLACK LEATHER
CARBON

DIAL M.2.19.6.144.4
ROSE GOLD COATING WITH CARBON
BLACK LEATHER
CARBON
Functionality, precision and reliability: these are the attributes, which characterize the Professional Pilot’s watch. The simple case and the dial’s classical instrumental design make this watch look like an extension of a plane’s dashboard. With its oversized push buttons, it is easy to use chronograph by pilots wearing thick gloves. Additionally, the black-and-red or steel-and-red buttons help aviators to quickly distinguish the chronograph’s pushers in the most extreme conditions. Big numerals and hands accentuated by a luminous coating guarantee optimal readability even in the poorest lighting conditions. Another striking feature is a wrist cuff style strap that can be adapted onto the gloves. Everything in this watch is designed to be practical and convenient for pilots. The 7750 Valjoux movement, which is universally recognized as one of the best chronograph movements, will certainly ensure flawless precision and excellent performance. Try this watch during a flight and see how smoothly and easily it works.
**MOVEMENT**  Automatic, ETA 7750

**FUNCTION**  Hours, minutes, seconds, day, date, chronograph with massive red “Start/Stop” pusher for maximum comfort of use

**CASE**  Fine brushed stainless steel
42mm diameter - 14mm high - 150g - 10 ATM
Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
Stamped with 3-D image of fighters back case

**DIAL**  SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

**STRAP**  Set of black leather strap and black steel bracelet
PROFESSIONAL AUTOMATIC SWIFTS

- REF: P 4 OI0 126 8
- CASE: STEEL WITH BLACK COATING
- STRAP: SET OF BLACK LEATHER STRAP AND BLACK STEEL BRACELET
- DIAL: BLACK
In the fusion of functionality, design and precision the Professional collection presents the authentic example of new era pilot watches. With its sturdy and original case construction combined with unique frontal chronograph pushers this model demonstrates the breakthrough of watch design and technology celebrating the 5th generation era of jet fighters.

All features in this model are well thought and designed to meet professional needs of aviators. The original combination of oversized crown and frontal pushers enables pilots without any obstacles to set the time or use chronograph even in their thick gloves. Moreover, the chronography’s ADD and SPLIT function with ability to time as precise as 1/10th of second and tachymeter scale provide pilots with diverse functionality, which might become handy in extraordinary situations during their missions.

With its anthracite-shaded patterns on the dial and contrasting colours of hands and chronograph pushers the Professional collection incorporates unique and appealing design while the authentic combination of oversized hands and applied elements on the dials keeps its instrumental spirit. Available in several colour variations, with integrated rubber strap, this sturdy and innovative watch with oversized stainless steel case, which is water-resistant to 10 ATM and fitted with sapphire crystal, makes a brilliant addition to any watch lover’s collection.
Quartz, Ronda 5040.D

Chronograph, center stop second (1/1sec), 1/10 seconds up to 30 minutes counter, 10 hour counter, ADD and SPLIT functions, small second, date at 6

Fine brushed stainless steel

Anti-reflective sapphire crystal, 10ATM
Stamped with 3-D image of fighters back case

SuperLuminova luminescent indexes and hands

Integrated rubber strap with stainless steel buckle